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Increasing exploration and production

activities from unconventional oil and gas

fields and increasing directional drilling

activities are drives growth.

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK, UNITED

STATES, September 29, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The global oil

and gas drill bit market size is expected to reach USD 10.52 Billion by 2028 at a CAGR of 5.4%,

according to the latest report by Reports and Data. Steady market revenue growth can be

attributed to rapid increase in shale gas exploration and production activities and increasing

demand for more efficient and suitable drilling bits that can operate on unconventional rock

formations. In addition, increasing drilling and exploration activities across onshore and offshore

oilfields has been boosting demand for drill bits and this is expected to further fuel revenue

growth of the market over the forecast period. Increasing global demand for energy due to

rapidly increasing global population and fast-paced industrialization and urbanization have

further increased need for oil and gas exploration and production activities and this is expected

to boost market revenue growth going ahead.

Drill bits are an essential component of drilling operations and are generally used to remove

large rocks or hard materials to create holes for drilling oil and gas wells. These tools are rotating

apparatus that are created from hardest materials and have sharp textures that can efficiently

cut into rocks and sediments. They are commonly known as rock bit or bit and are divided into

two main types, roller-cone drill bits and fixed cutter drill bits, based on their cutting mechanism.

Advancements in manufacturing technology and application of novel materials in production

processes of drill bits is expected to further drive revenue growth of the market over the forecast

period.

Get a sample of the report @ https://www.reportsanddata.com/sample-enquiry-form/3988

Major companies operating in the market include Schlumberger, Baker Hughes, Halliburton,
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National Oilwell Varco, Atlas Copco, Varel International, Inc., Torquado Drilling Accessories Inc.,

Tercel Oilfield Products, Scientific Drilling, Palmer Bit Company, International Diamond Services,

Inc., and C&H Bit Company.

Further key findings from the report suggest

Roller-cone drill bit segment is expected to account for significant revenue share in the global

market over the forecast period owing to their cost-efficiency and suitability for soft and

conventional rock formations as compared to other downhole tools.

Onshore application segment revenue is expected to expand significantly over the forecast

period owing to rapid increase in onshore exploration and production activities on onshore

oilfields. In addition, rising shale gas exploration to cater to growing demand for energy and

clean fuel is expected to further boost revenue growth of this segment.

North America is expected to register a CAGR of 5.6% during the forecast period owing to

increasing E&P activities, the advent of shale gas and tight oil, and increasing demand for crude

oil and natural gas.

Inquiry more about to report @ https://www.reportsanddata.com/inquiry-before-buying/3988
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Key Regional Markets Covered in the Report:

North America (U.S.A., Canada, Mexico)

Europe (Italy, U.K., Germany, France, Rest of Europe)

Asia Pacific (India, China, Japan, South Korea, Australia, Rest of Asia Pacific)

Latin America (Chile, Brazil, Argentina, Peru, Rest of Latin America)

Request a customization on the report  https://www.reportsanddata.com/request-

customization-form/3988
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Key Questions answered by the Report:

What is the expected year-on-year growth of the during the forecast period?

What key trends are expected influence revenue growth of the market going ahead?

Which region is expected to account for largest revenue share over the forecast period?

Which key companies are profiled in the report? 

Thanks for reading our report. For more details on customization, please connect with us to

know more and our team will ensure the report is well suited to your needs.

For More Reports:-

Activated Alumina Spheres Market:https://www.reportsanddata.com/report-detail/activated-

alumina-spheres-market

Glass Mat Market:https://www.reportsanddata.com/report-detail/glass-mat-market

LiNbO3 Crystal Market: https://www.reportsanddata.com/report-detail/linbo3-crystal-market

About Reports and Data 

Reports and Data is a market research and consulting company that provides syndicated

research reports, customized research reports, and consulting services. Our solutions purely

focus on your purpose to locate, target, and analyze consumer behavior shifts across

demographics, across industries, and help clients to make smarter business decisions. We offer

market intelligence studies ensuring relevant and fact-based research across multiple industries,

including Healthcare, Touch Points, Chemicals, Products, and Energy. We consistently update our

research offerings to ensure our clients are aware of the latest trends existent in the market.

Reports and Data has a strong base of experienced analysts from varied areas of expertise. Our

industry experience and ability to develop a concrete solution to any research problems provides

our clients with the ability to secure an edge over their respective competitors.
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